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From Frank Sinatra to Michael Jackson, an insider's account of the deals and the dodges

inside the music and entertainment business over the last 30 years. As the son of the

legendary showbiz lawyer Marty Machat, Steven Machat grew up among such names as Frank

Sinatra, James Brown, Frankie Valli, and Sam Cooke. Following in his father's footsteps, by the

time he was in his late 20s he was proud to see his name alongside his father's on the brass

plaque outside their Broadway offices. But there was a price—Steven discovered from a young

age that the glitter and the glamour too often disguises a crude and cruel reality, and that those

who are publicly perceived as gods can just as easily be seen as gangsters. He found himself

wondering how to live with such contradictions, and whether it is possible to maintain any

sense of honor inside such a world. This beautifully constructed memoir of a life inside a

fascinating world of celebrity includes appearances by Frank Sinatra, Leonard Cohen, Freddie

Mercury, Michael Jackson, David Copperfield, Sharon Osbourne, George Bush, Phil Collins,

Suge Knight, Tupac, Biggie, Gianni Versace, Phil Spector, Joan Collins, Donny Osmond,

Bobby Brown, and many more.
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To the women in my life I thank you for sharing metaphysical love only to

discover the limitations of our physical existence. I love you all in our time in earths space.Sally

PansingLisa Lorraine Benson a/k/a Lisa MachatRowena Crichton StuartLisa Machat term

twoBarbara ligettiJodi StuartDebbie EdelmanSamina FaridMischa Marie Estrada a/k/a Mischa

MachatSusan Hertzog GrayKelly GerberMercedes CostaRachel NussbaumTo my oracle

Jeanne LetoTo my Guru Tej.To my Goddess and mother Roslyn Golden Machat. To my sisters

who share the bloodline. Cheryl Machat Dorskin & Sister Helen Machat Michael. To my Grand

Mothers. Martha Golden and Rose Machat.And to my daughter Margaux Lorraine Machat who

taught me how hard life can be and how a father’s love can not end.And you Barrón you

showed me that life is not fair.I miss u soAnd to GOD. Thank you for the opportunity for me to

learn to love in this meta-physical matrixI will be coming Home to you.Best regards,StevenDo

you believe that men have always been liars, rogues, traitors, ungrateful, thieving, weak,

inconstant, mean-spirited, cowardly, envious, greedy, drunkard, miserly, self-seeking,

bloodthirsty, slanderous, debauched, fanatic, hypocritical, and stupid?Candide, by VoltaireA

cylinder made by the gods who created mankind.We call their creations Homo

SapiensPrefaceThis book holds my recollections and memories of my life as a non-stop,

moving picture show. A life spent in the world of popular music and entertainment. You know,

we always seem to assume that life is linear, but it’s not – my journey has been a kaleidoscope



of multi-colored experiences, not bound by linear time. This is how, today, I remember my life: a

rush of people, events, deals, places, music, movies, politics – but mostly, sounds. In some

instances, the participants may not have the same memories that I do. If so, I’m sorry. I’ve just

tried to convey to you what it’s felt like being me. I hope you’ll enjoy the show.chapter

oneMeeting Frank SinatraFrank Sinatra took a few easy steps across the carpet of the

Governor’s Suite before stretching out his arm:‘Good to meet you kid.’As I gripped his hand, I

felt his piercing blue eyes, moments before they locked onto mine. He was dressed in his

signature style of crisp conservative with a razor-sharp edge, sporting a cashmere sweater,

slacks, loafers and layers of charisma. In the background, his entourage of gangsters were

watching a football game on the television, when they weren’t studying the form on betting

sheets or engaging in loud locker-room talk. No-one was paying attention to the grand piano.It

was 1968 and we were on the top floor of the Fontainebleau Hotel, a monument to Art Deco

excess located on Miami Beach, designed like a Hollywood movie set. They featured it in

James Bond’s Goldfinger, and by the late ’60s it was already an icon in its own right. Like

Frank.The penthouse had two floors and countless rooms. I was just sixteen years old, and I

was about to meet my father’s God.My Dad, Marty Machat, was one of the new breed of

entertainment lawyers in a post-war America hungry to indulge its new found wealth and

leisure time. His clients included James Brown, The Four Seasons, Sam Cooke, and the

Rolling Stones. But there was only one person he really wanted and that was Sinatra.Dad

socialized with Sinatra every now and again, and I remember one night when my parents had

been invited to eat dinner with Frank and Nancy at the singer’s New York Park Avenue

apartment. On their return, they could barely contain their excitement as they told me about the

state-of-the-art home with its designer orange and white furniture, its extravagant floral displays

and bowls of orange candy.My father was in awe of the man who could tell society what he

wanted, with no regard to what society expected and no care for its conventions. Frank could

live life outside the box. Who wouldn’t want that?I knew why I was there. I could always read

my father and his intentions, just the same way I could always beat him at chess. I knew that

for Dad, there was a game in play, and even though I was just a kid, I was expected to perform.

He could feel that he was getting close to signing Sinatra, and as his son, I had a role in what

could be his greatest transaction.‘What do you like kid?’ Sinatra said. I talked to him about my

love of sports, my passion for football but above all else, baseball and the New York Yankees. I

knew he loved sports, and baseball in particular, and I told him how I had seriously considered

making the sport my career.He asked what I was going to do about college. I told him that I

wanted to find warmer weather because I couldn’t stand another winter in New York. The

choice was between the University of Southern California and the University of Miami.I said, ‘I

want to study accounting before I go into law school. I want to work with Dad.’ The family, the

business…I knew how our pitch was supposed to be working.Sinatra smiled. ‘You’re a good

looking boy, you’ve got a great Dad and you can enjoy the rest of your life in LA – but in LA,

you’ve got to have power or money. Lots of money. It’s a city for older boys kid – men like your

Dad. Women go out there and all they want are men that can make them famous or men that

can keep them in minks and champagne.‘If I was you kid, I’d go to Miami – you’ll have a field

day with all the chicks. They’re not looking for the next movie or recording contract.’From the

penthouse I could look down onto Miami Beach and see the girls with reflectors around their

necks to catch the rays. The reflectors would wink at you in the sunlight as if they knew you

were watching and what you were thinking. I could even smell the coconut scent of the sizzling

baby-oil lotion they basted themselves in. I can still smell it now.I thanked him for the advice.

Later on, in fact, I took it. I figured California could wait – I was determined to get those Miami



girls.But the Fontainebleau meeting was as close as my Dad ever got to signing the Chairman

of the Board. Despite all his efforts, the gangsters that Sinatra reported to wouldn’t let Dad in,

and he never got another chance to make his play.Of course, that didn’t discourage Dad from

copying Sinatra’s style. He began to abandon the suits and start dressing more leisurely,

adopting the sweaters, trousers and shoes that Frank used. As his business expanded to

include Britain’s new rock ‘n’ roll aristocracy, he even rented out the Mayfair penthouse flat in

London that Frank had used as the lovepad for his mistress Mia Farrow. If Dad couldn’t

represent Sinatra, then he hoped that the aura of this God would rub off on him, and what

better way than to live in his former apartment?But me, I was hooked. Looking out of the

windows on the top floor of the Fontainebleu that day, I knew I wanted in on this world. I knew

even at that age that I could hold my own in it. I just had no idea what it would cost.chapter

twoDeath RowOn Halloween 1999, I found myself in the visitor’s room of the Mule Creek State

Prison, looking straight into the eyes of Marion ‘Suge’ Knight, one of the godfathers of gangster

rap.Even in the world of rap, where death was a way of life, Knight had an unrivalled reputation

for menace and violence. He wasn’t in Mule Creek for stealing candy, but the charge they had

him on was a trumped-up case that wouldn’t have held in a criminal court, so they’d revoked

his parole, which is a lot easier. Knight was heavily implicated in the deaths of his prodigy and

rap icon Tupac Shakur and Christopher Wallace, better known as the Notorious B.I.G. The

stories about his business methods suggested that Suge could more than hold his own in this

jail. I’d heard that white boy wannabe gangster Vanilla Ice had been held upside down by the

ankles after Knight had muscled into his life with an offer he couldn’t refuse.But as far as I was

concerned, these were all just idle whispers. I was interested in Suge – I’d felt the heat

generated by fear, and I liked it.Suge’s Death Row Records boasted an impressive back

catalogue that included dead icon Tupac, Snoop Dogg and Dr Dre, whose album The Chronic

became one of the defining moments in this musical genre. This was why I was in a jail in the

back of beyond in northern California: to strike a deal with Suge.My friends and peers in the

corporate music world at that time wouldn’t have been seen dead touching Suge, but that just

added to the challenge. I’d been contacted by a Nasdaq dotcom company called Musicmaker,

which was one of those internet tech companies that were supposed to be breathing new life

into the ailing music business. In reality, Musicmaker just breathed more air into the internet

bubble, but I hadn’t found that out yet. Set up by experienced music men, Wall Street con

artists and backed by big business, including the likes of EMI, Musicmaker’s Nasdaq listing had

given it the ring of authenticity.The concept was that Musicmaker would sell tracks and albums

over the internet with customers downloading them direct onto their desktop hard drives. But

they needed content, and that’s where I came in. They’d been told that I was their man if they

wanted to secure the kind of back catalogue that would make Musicmaker sing. In particular,

they asked me whether I could secure the only rap music label whose catalogue was worth

acquiring: Death Row.Music was at a crossroads by 1999: no new artists, no new repertoire.

Revenue across the industry was collapsing amid an explosion of illegal downloading. All we

had was the music of the past, and gangster rap. So these guys thought, why not try to use the

internet to generate new revenue streams from legal downloading, and who better to work with

than gangster rap artists? White kids with money to burn in the suburbs were lapping up

gangster rap. Grunge was dead. Now it was all heat, ho’s, and M******F*****s, washed down

with Cristal.The label bosses who despised Suge also understood that gangster rap was now

the only show in town. That was their problem. The corporate labels had missed the gangster

rap boat, they knew it, but they also knew that they didn’t have the balls to go fishing for the

rights. They needed someone to do it for them.For all the distaste the white corporate record



business had for this exclusively black genre of music, they could smell the money. And they

knew that I had a track record in working with black artists, and gangster rap artists in

particular, so they came to me. But even though I didn’t then know anyone at Death Row, there

would be other problems too. With Knight in jail, was there anyone with enough seniority to kick-

start a deal? Second, would any contract signed be worth the paper it was written on? I’d found

out long ago that a signature, without the intent to honor the signature, guarantees nothing,

least of all in the music business.My first step towards Mule Creek prison came through a guy

I’d helped before in the past. David Mishery ran Breakaway Records, a small rap music label.

I’d helped keep him out of trouble after he had been accused of putting his hand in the cookie

jar, so I figured he owed me. Death Row trusted Mishery because he had always held his

tongue, and so he became the go-between for me and Suge. The plan was to get Suge’s

people onside and then they would approach Suge to set up a meeting in prison.Through

Mishery, I met Suge’s right-hand man, Reggie Wright, at Death Row’s LA offices. When I

walked into the room, the vibe was chilly – fridge chilly. In fact, Wright was built like The Fridge,

standing 6’8” and with width to match. An ex-cop, he’d risen through the ranks and was

predictably guarded and just shy of outright suspicious. I had to switch to hard-sell mode just to

save the meeting from finishing before it had begun.Napster and the rest, I explained, were

letting music fans download for free. ‘Why not at least make money from people who want to

pay for what is already being stolen? You have nothing to lose.’Wright told me that I was nuts

and that any deal done would have to be in the high six figures. He said he would pass on the

message to Suge but just in case I hadn’t got the message, he let me know that he would do

his level best to sink me. No problem there then. But I figured that as long as Suge got the

message, I had a chance so bring it on.Incredibly, Musicmaker bit. They agreed to a million

bucks and this gave me the carrot to hold in front of Reggie. So along with Reggie and Suge’s

girlfriend, Tammy, I flew to Sacramento and then we all squeezed into a rented Cadillac for a

90-minute drive to a town called Ione. Now I love to talk to anyone, but this trip was made in

silence. Everyone kept their own counsel.Once inside the perimeter of the prison, we were the

property of the guards who made sure we were not carrying weapons or drugs. This was

where the fun started. I’d notified the prison authorities on my permission-to-visit application

that I not only had diabetes but had to carry insulin and syringes with which to inject myself.

The guards, however, clearly couldn’t read because once they saw the syringes there was only

one thing on their mind and it wasn’t insulin.I stood my ground and explained, but the guards

weren’t interested. Reggie told me this was one battle I could never win. So I told the guard I

had to talk to his supervisor. We talked, then we compromised. His concession was that they

would hold the medicine and I could access it during my impending four-hour visit. The cop in

Reggie was clearly impressed. I had managed to work the system and come out on top. I’d

scored some points.After being signed in, we were escorted to the visiting room, where Suge

was waiting at a table with an older couple. It turned out they were his parents. Suge was tall,

very tall, and imposing with his barrel chest and ham-sized hands. All he did every day was

work out, so this wasn’t surprising. Despite this intimidating package, he greeted me with a

warm smile. His parents may have been present but that didn’t stop Suge putting his cards on

the table from the moment we sat down.‘Do you know that faggot Dr Dre?’ Clearly his former

partner was not top of his Christmas card list.Cautiously I answered, ‘Only by his musical

reputation.’Like some ego-filled rapper only without the backing tracks, Suge was off. He was

the brains behind Dr Dre’s success story, he told me. He told me a whole lot more. Then he

changed tack completely, looked me in the eye and asked a question that floored me.‘Do you

believe I shot Tupac?’‘No,’ I answered. ‘Why would you even ask me that?’‘If you’re working



with me, I want you to know the truth.’ He touched his brow where he carried a scar that he

claimed was where the bullet had grazed him as he sat alongside Tupac when his artist was

shot dead.‘If I had set him up to die,’ he said, ‘why would I have sat there in the car where

bullets have no eyes?’It made sense. I believed him. I began to realize that I actually quite liked

this bear of a man. I understood him. Suge was the chief of a tribe and all still paid homage to

him. He was their god and he was a gangster to the rest of society.Having got that off his chest,

he got up and walked off to talk with his girlfriend, Tammy, and I was left to fend for myself with

his parents. They were humble people from rural Mississippi and offered sweet relief from the

company of Reggie. Mrs. Knight gave me a lesson in how to play dominoes. Cool game. We

became instant friends.Suge came back and said it was time to eat. I said I needed ten

minutes. When Reggie told him about how I had both manipulated the system with the insulin

and stood up to the guards, Suge looked at me with a sparkle in his eye. This hard man feared

by so many couldn’t stop grinning at me. By outwitting the system, I had earned a little respect.

I began to think that he was not only warming to me, but realizing that I could get things

done.After lunch it was down to business. After explaining the logic of the deal I switched tack.

‘What are you going to do when you’re released?’ I told him that this would be the right time to

change his public image. If he wanted to shed his media skin then perhaps he could start with

a gesture towards his community.Suge asked me what I meant. I told him that perhaps he

could get kids in the ’hood into computers and that I could corner some corporate sponsors to

put up the money. The bottom line was that this public makeover could only aid his future

business opportunities. I would become the middleman, ferrying his product to the

retailers.This was no cynical gesture on my part. I had become tired over the years of watching

so-called stars give to charity only at the insistence of their accountants. Rather than the words

‘give’ and ‘help’ it was ‘tax’ and ‘break’ that spurred them on. The performers who genuinely

cared and wanted to give back to their community genuinely impressed me. I wanted to put in

place the building blocks of an organization whose sole aim was to help the wider community. I

was tired of hearing ‘me, me, me’.I could see that Suge was intrigued. After wandering off for a

discussion with Reggie, he came back and green-lighted the Musicmaker deal, but he also

wanted me to do some fighting legal work for Death Row. Suge had a beef with Dr Dre,

Interscope and Iovine and wanted me to help start legal proceedings against all three. I would

be their legal consultant rather than their attorney. After a round of handshaking and hugs,

which seals the deal in gangster land, it was back to LA.As we travelled, I felt vindicated. I had

gambled and felt that Lady Luck was smiling on me. I had warmed to Suge, felt I was getting a

hang on his business strengths and thought we could do business together. On the trip back,

for once Reggie was talking and we compared notes on his favorite team, the Lakers. The

season was to start in two days. But the sunny talk soon clouded over. Reggie told me he was

determined to kill the Musicmaker deal because he thought it would hurt the label.The next

morning I called New York to set up a meeting with Musicmaker, to tell Irwin, the Boss, the

good news, and find out exactly what they were prepared to put on the table for the deal.In

New York, I also called in on Sony to get a record distribution deal. Sony chief, Tommy Mottola,

had cold-shouldered gangster rap until now. but they were beginning to look foolish. Gangster

rap was selling. The chance to tie-up with Death Row on a distribution deal offered Sony the

entrée they badly needed into this market. What better way than to sell Death Row product?

Then I moved on to Motorola, where I sounded them out about my ‘computers for the inner city’

concept. I felt it was the right match for us and the smart move for them. They even took up on

my idea to launch Death Row Radio, a radio program broadcast from Watts in LA. Sony and

Mottola would get positive publicity, Sony would get the Death Row back catalogue, and I



would get a project to benefit the disenfranchised and disadvantaged in LA. I was doing

something for society. I was dreaming.I was on a roll, and when I am on a roll, I can get

relentless.After some horse-trading with Alan Arrow, Musicmaker’s lawyer, they put their cards

on the table: $1 million for the rights to the catalogue, plus $150,000 for each new album. The

deal seemed too good to be true. I couldn’t really understand where they were going to get the

money from and had genuine doubts about their business model. How were they going to

generate enough revenue from Death Row downloads? But in this business, you don’t look a

gift horse in the mouth. I decided to call their bluff and told them it had to be $2 million. They

came back with $1.5 million and I would get 15 per cent. It pays never to underestimate.The

final piece in the jigsaw was persuading Musicmaker to back David Mishery’s infant label by

buying his new artists. I felt he was due some payback and I got an additional percentage of

that money. Contracts came, it was Christmas 1999 and I handed over the papers to Reggie

before heading off on holiday.When I called Death Row at the start of the year 2000, I

discovered that nothing had happened. Reggie was sitting on the papers because he was still

opposed to the deal. I was pissed, called Reggie and eventually he agreed to set up another

meet with Suge. So back to Mule Creek we went. This time I had to watch on as Reggie and

Wright held a procession of whispering conferences. Eventually the white smoke went up and

Suge rubber-stamped the deal. The only problem was my 15 per cent commission: it was now

10 per cent. The pay-off was I could develop foreign deals for Death Row. All in all, not a bad

pay day potentially, but I still had to close the deals.Eventually, after further negotiations, we

were ready for signatures. For once, Reggie was going to earn his corn. We had a problem:

Californian law forbids a felon from making and signing a contract while in prison. But Reggie

knew that Suge’s father shared his son’s real name: Marion Knight. Reggie suggested that

Marion Senior sign on the dotted line.When I knew I had this get out of jail card, I then told

Musicmaker that they couldn’t get the signature. They went crazy and told me I should get the

signature by any means necessary. So after I let the Musicmaker suits let off steam, I promised

I would get Marion Knight’s signature and then had his father’s signature notarized for the final

closing. The deal was complete. They were happy with Knight, so I didn’t feel the need to tell

them Suge was Knight Jr.Now the plan was to close the deal with Sony in time for the

Grammys. It would be sweet if the announcement could be tied in with the main music industry

event of the year. This was when things started to go wrong. Tommy Mottola hated rap

because he couldn’t control the artists. They didn’t give a shit if he was a corporate god or not.

Sony’s Head of Corporate refused to sign off on the deal claiming that stockholders would not

appreciate being associated with the wrong kind of poor blacks – the gangster rappers – that

this project would bring in. Tommy too had clearly decided that he didn’t want anything to do

with gangster rap. When Motorola found out that their fellow corporation was backing out, they

didn’t want to know, and so my inner city project hit the skids.Suge Knight, however, couldn’t

have cared less about the Sony deal going south. He really had no expectation that this deal

would ever happen. Drenched in the racial paranoia that dominates the rap/hip-hop universe,

he never thought a white corporation would come up with the goods and thought I was crazy

for even trying.Maybe he had a point. In January 2001, Musicmaker went bust – less than

eighteen months after its launch. The internet bubble had well and truly burst. Strangely

enough, EMI had the good sense to sell its shares that December while the going was good. A

coincidence, perhaps. With the benefit of hindsight, so much about Musicmaker didn’t add up.

They were listed on Nasdaq on the back of a music catalogue that was not all that it seemed.In

August of that year, Suge was released early and resumed his role at the top of the Death Row

tree. And I moved on, still looking for something.chapter threeVoodoo childIn 1981, I was flying



high and feeling blessed. Machat and Machat, the business my father and I ran jointly, had

many of the world’s top artists as its clients. We covered the East and West coasts in America

with huge bands like ELO and Genesis, and our London office was constantly busy with both

established and burgeoning artists.I felt the world was for the taking. I could go anywhere, do

anything, but in reality I was getting tired of the grind of life inside the Western corporate music

machine. I wanted to broaden my horizons, and I was fascinated by what seemed to me to be

the potential globalization of the music business. Why should popular music remain the

preserve of just a limited range of artists? What about other styles, genres, cultures?So in

February, I decided to escape another New York winter and go down to Brazil to experience

the Rio Carnival. The idea was to find out about the local music and, of course, to keep half an

eye on a deal. I’d set up a meeting with the head of WEA Brazil, Andre Midani, having told him

I was interested in breaking some Brazilian artists in the US, so I found myself invited along to

the carnival.Midani recommended that I make contact with legendary artists Gilberto Gil and

Rita Lee. Gil, who is now the cultural minister of Brazil, asked me to put together a tour to

Europe, which I duly did, but the deal collapsed over money disagreements with the tour

promoter I’d found him.Rita Lee, meanwhile, had made her name as a founding member of a

group called Os Mutantes, which emerged in the late 1960s and was as much about art,

revolution and defying the Brazilian military junta as it was about music. Their mix of local

musical styles was blended with the influence of psychedelic acts like The Beatles, during their

Sgt Pepper years, and Jimi Hendrix, and it was Os Mutantes that launched the so-called

Tropicalia musical style.Tropicalia was revolutionary in its impact and had replaced Bossa

Nova, which had come to be seen as mind-numbing music that simply perpetuated the status

quo. Beck, Nirvana’s Kurt Cobain, the Talking Heads’ David Byrne, Nelly Furtado – all have all

cited Tropicalia as a big influence on their music.Rita was a hippy. She dressed simply but with

style and didn’t need designer labels to make her stand out from the crowd. She believed in

spirits and was able to summon spirits into her body. She didn’t care about material

possessions or the illusions that they brought in her wake. At the time, she had a big single in

Brazil called Lanca Perfume – sweet perfume – that was about snorting amyl nitrate in the local

nightclubs.She told me that her great grandfather was an expatriate Confederate general, from

Huntsville, Alabama, who had left the US for Brazil after the civil war was lost. His family

believed in slavery and felt that Brazil offered the best chance to perpetuate their lifestyle.

Since Brazil didn’t abolish slavery until the late 1880s, the story had more than a ring of truth

about it.Brazil fascinated me with its social and racial layers. At the top of the caste pile were

the direct descendants of the European Catholic invaders. After them it was the Mixtas, which

meant those of mixed race, then the indigenous peoples and last and least the blacks. As far

as I could see, all the different castes seemed to hate each other and I was left feeling that

white Europeans and colonialism had an awful lot of karma to correct.Rita was an educated,

cultured and urbane woman who could speak in at least five languages. But she was also a

heroin addict who took drugs to call up or to quell her spirits. At times she could barely

physically function, but in the business I came from, she was hardly unique in that respect.

When we first met I promised her that I would help her to re-negotiate her contractswith the

government-owned record label Son Libre. I realized that a whole new world was opening

up.When I arrived back in New York two months later, I had a verbal contract to manage Rita

but little else. I was trying to work out the next move, when in walked a man from Son Libre

who didn’t have an appointment but sure had a lot of nerve. He sat there in our reception and

told the receptionist he wasn’t leaving until we talked with him.Eventually he was ushered into

my office and he was nothing if not blunt: ‘I want to make a simple deal. I will keep Rita Lee for



Brazil and you can have Rita Lee for the rest of the world.’ He was very quick, straight to the

point. ‘I am not interested in royalties outside Brazil, you can keep them. I will not pay Rita

royalties either but I will pay for her lifestyle. Her house, cars, drugs and servants will all be paid

for.‘Now that we have sorted out Rita Lee, you can sort me out.’The large satchel that he had

dumped on the desk had caught my eye. He unzipped the top and out spilled a large amount of

US dollars. More than I had ever seen before.He continued: ‘This is $1 million. I need an

American banking existence because our Brazilian currency is worthless.‘I have done my

research on you. You can be trusted. My wish is that Mr. Machat Senior will accompany me to a

bank, introduce me to the manager and help me open an account. Mr. Machat Junior, you will

handle Rita. Mr. Machat Senior will handle me.’I went to get Dad. The Son Libre guy repeated

his story, and I could see that Dad was flipping out. He thought this man was a gangster and

wanted nothing to do with him. We reconvened in a side office alone and my father said: ‘I want

nothing to do with some Banana Republic hitman wandering the streets of New York.’I told Dad

that Son Libre was effectively owned by the Brazilian government, and after a while he agreed

to introduce him to a bank manager downstairs. When that meeting was over, Dad wanted

nothing more to do with him, and I could see that the man sensed Dad’s disrespect. But of

course, he didn’t understand my Dad like I did. I knew that Dad wasn’t being disrespectful – he

was just scared.But for my part, the mysterious Son Libre guy was as good as his word. Later

that year Lee and her man Roberto came up to New York and signed with me.To celebrate, I

decided to take them to Gino’s restaurant, which was just about as conservative an Italian

restaurant as you could get. The Republican and Old Money New York establishment ate there

and the clientele was seriously moneyed.Everything was going fine, until suddenly Rita passed

out and crashed backwards on her chair. I was stunned and looked at Roberto, who sat there

as cool as a cucumber, while the waiters stood frozen in time and the ladies lunching looked

on, mouths agape.With a voice that was slow and spaced out, almost like he was talking

backwards, Roberto said, ‘Don’t worry. She’s OK. She’s on the train.’I realized he meant that

she was on heroin. Although I knew all about blow, I had never engaged in heavy-duty drugs

like heroin. We sat her upright and for the rest of the meal Rita stayed there with her chin on

her chest, completely out cold, while we continued our meal as if nothing had happened.Soon

after, with Rita’s masters in my baggage, I set off for France and cut a record deal with Barclay

Records in Paris, which was run by Parisian legend Eddie Barclay. His label boasted icons like

Jacques Brel, Charles Aznavour, Fela Kuti and Jimi Hendrix. Barclay himself even worked with

the Sex Pistols on their Great Rock and Roll Swindle film.Eddie always used to wear white, like

me, and seemed to have a different wife every time I met him. When he died in 2005, a friend

told me that Eddie had racked up nine spouses over the years. The man himself boasted to me

that he had had more wives than he could remember, and told me how the mayor conducting

one of his later weddings said, ‘Bonjour, Monsieur Barclay, what a pleasure to see you

again.’With Rita’s Lanca Perfume, Barclay Records and I had a huge hit in France in

September 1981 and suddenly it was game on because I had the leverage, I needed for a big

label deal. Before too long, I made contact with a business acquaintance called Rupert Perry,

who was running Capitol Records in LA and I told him about Rita Lee. He told me that Capitol’s

parent company EMI was setting up a Latin division out of London and Rita would be the

perfect match.In June 1982 Rita Lee and Roberto came over to Barcelona to sign the EMI

contract and watch the World Cup. The idea was that Rita would issue four albums, each

recorded in four different languages: Spanish, French, English and Italian. Remember, Son

Libre kept the Portuguese recordings.Everything would have been perfect if only it wasn’t Rita

Lee.The problem was Rita was the musical equivalent of a barbiturate. If everyone else was



working at the equivalent of a 78 rpm record, Rita was on 33 and Roberto was on 45.She

didn’t like the sun, preferred darkness and worked, if she worked at all, to her own rhythm.

Rather than live in Rio, she preferred the far more laid back Sao Paolo, which was her home

town and which was more conducive to spending the day taking drugs to listen to or shut off

the spirits in her head.In those days, I still thought that what you saw in life was all there was. I

had no knowledge of the occult, of different dimensions of consciousness. Rita was the first to

really broaden my perspective.I began to get an idea of this other world when, in March 1982, I

was plunged into the mess left by the death of rocker Randy Rhoads, who had been killed

trying to buzz his friend Ozzy Osbourne’s tour bus in a light airplane. My wife Lisa and I

were hanging out with Roberto and Rita on a rare free weekend, when they started becoming

very agitated about Rhoads. Later on, I worked out that the timing was almost immediately

after it had happened. But we hadn’t been informed at that point, and in fact, in the pre-internet

era, no-one knew at that moment. But somehow, Rita sensed that he had been killed in an

accident almost immediately after it happened, which completely freaked me out. I still don’t

understand how she knew.Rita turned to me: ‘We know all about Randy and we know all about

Ozzy. We believe that he is someone who is in thrall to dark energy. He does not live for love

and light. If you want to live a clean life you should shake him loose. We believe that Ozzy lives

in spirit with Aleister Crowley and his black spirit worshippers.’ I hadn’t heard Crowley’s name

mentioned since Jimmy Page of Led Zeppelin became interested in the old black magic guru.‘If

you do not get rid of Ozzy you do not work with us. We are people of light and we cannot stand

the negative vibes.’The impact of this occult world was soon to spread inside my

business.Rita’s first album, sung in Spanish, was finally delivered in 1984. Straight away, we

had problems, but these were about language.I got an emergency call from Raphael Hill, who

was the head of EMI Latin: ‘This is the worst thing that has ever happened to me,’ he said. ‘This

record is not in Spanish. It is Mexican trash. This is the worst Spanish dialect that you can find.’

We argued and then he taught me a valuable lesson. He said, ‘The Spanish have their own

caste system based on how you speak the language.’ It was interesting to know how the

imperialists kept their power, I thought. I played the record to my Honduran maid, and she told

me it was really good and there was no doubt: it was in Spanish.I called Rupert Perry and he

proceeded to tell me that the record was not in Spanish. I said, ‘Have you heard it?’ He said,

‘No, but why would Raphael lie?’ I said, ‘D’you want to talk to my maid?’ It defused the situation

and despite a fraught conference in New York, EMI was obliged to take the album. It was a

Spanish contract: it had no mention of dialect.But if I thought we were through the woods, I was

badly wrong. By 1985, we were all beginning to wonder when the next album would arrive,

when Rita called me in an agitated state.‘Steven, I cannot do the French record,’ she said,

before a lengthy pause. ‘I cannot do the Italian record,’ she continued, before another lengthy

pause that was so long, I wondered where she was. ‘And no English record.’All I could muster

was a muted, ‘Why?’Rita replied, ‘Roberto and I are retiring from music. We are exhausted. My

priestess has told us that the EMI deal will kill us.’Trying to break the news to the EMI suits was

not one of my easiest tasks.‘What do you mean, a voodoo priest?’ barked Raphael Hill down

the phone. ‘How the fuck are we going to sort this out?’In the end Hill, along with EMI Latin

marketing man Helmut Fest, and myself trekked down to Sao Paolo to try and sort it out. But

the voodoo priestess wouldn’t talk to us: she was living in Rita’s head. EMI went crazy, and the

Rita Lee show was over.There was one comic moment from this period of my education into

these unknown worlds. Over the Memorial Weekend holiday in May one year, I took my mother,

my sister Helene and brother Michael for a holiday in Haiti with Lisa.Over lunch, I had been

telling the family about the Randy Rhoads death and Rita’s views about Ozzy’s interest in the



occult. My family wanted to experience something outside of their comfort zone, so I

approached some of the hotel staff to set up a voodoo ceremony.The deal was $80 for eight

voodoo practitioners and the chickens. It seemed like a bargain. So I dropped the three of them

off in this shanty village outside Port Au Prince and promised them I would be back when the

ceremony was over.A couple of hours after my dinner I was parked up on the other side of this

sports field when I saw my family running towards me, screaming and shouting. Behind them

were the voodoo priests, shaking, rattling and rolling, apparently in a trance – although that

didn’t stop them running at speed. As they got closer, I could see the priests had what must

have been chicken’s blood streaming from their mouths.I got out of my car and at the top of my

voice bellowed ‘Stop!’ and sure enough, the voodoo hotel staff snapped out of their trance and

my family stopped in their tracks. Truly, I could have made it as a voodoo priest.My family was

clearly traumatized, and I had a huge row with Lisa on the drive back to the hotel. It turned out

that my family had been ushered into this woman’s shack home, which was full of what looked

like shrunken heads. There was a ceremony already in full swing, with all these people

apparently in a trance. Then some men ripped the head off a live chicken and poured the blood

over one of the women.My mother thought that they were next in line as voodoo sacrifices and

they’d turned and run.You’d have had to have a heart of stone not to laugh at that.chapter

four‘One day, you’ll understand’Both my parents were Brooklyn born and bred. My mother

Roslyn Golden and father Morton Machat were married on the 26th February 1950. I was born

on 18th October 1952 in New York City and I was their first child. Two sisters and a brother

followed.My maternal grandmother’s family were originally from the Austro-Hungarian Empire. I

am not sure where my maternal grandfather’s family were from, but he was Sephardic and

gave me my olive-colored skin.Dad’s parents were also European immigrants. His mom, Rose

Applebaum, was believed to have come from Venice and his father Hymie escaped from

Lithuania during the Sino-Russian war of 1903-05.I say escaped because, if you haven’t

guessed already, they were Jewish. They had that in common – but that’s where the similarities

ended.My mother’s family were relatively well off, at least until my grandfather Sam Golden

died and his building supplies business died with him. My maternal grandmother then

remarried Charlie Freeman, who was to all intents and purposes, a clothes salesman. In reality,

he was also a numbers runner for the mob. Grandpa Charlie would become one of my favorites

and a very influential figure as I grew up.By contrast, my father was ashamed of his parents.

Hymie had been the first of his family to make Ellis Island and worked hard to bring his sister

and brothers to the promised land. His siblings became somebodies. Hymie thought he was a

nobody.My Dad’s uncle Ben was a playboy dentist, Aunt Ruth became an opera singer and

friend of Picasso, and Uncle Lou claimed to have invented the first credit card. (He told me

never to use credit. Go figure.)Hymie struggled to make a living and Rose compounded my

father’s shame at his hand-to-mouth upbringing by being an extrovert who had no concept of

embarrassment. When Dad joined the Army in 1942 – to escape his family as much as fight

the Germans – she chased him down the street for him to come back, shouting in front of the

whole neighborhood because he had forgotten his galoshes. He never forgot or forgave her for

that.In 1974, I saw this burning resentment at first hand when me and Dad visited grandma at

the Miami hotel she was staying at. There on the porch, she was holding court with all these

old ladies, telling them about her brilliant son Marty, the lawyer and war veteran.Dad looked at

her and said: ‘Shut up!’Everyone just froze. Dad repeated himself twice. I was horrified – I’d

never really seen my father show any emotion before and here he was humiliating his mother,

my grandma Rose. Dad just stalked off, leaving me to pick up the pieces – a pattern repeated

later in life all too often. I hugged Rose, who was weeping, and told her that as I lived in Miami I



would be back in a couple of days.I caught up with Dad and confronted him: ‘Why did you do

that?’With tears welling in his eyes, my father looked at me: ‘Men forget that they are men and

they allow women to destroy them. Men are hunters and protectors but men can be weak.‘I

grew up poor because of my mom and my weak dad. I will never be like that. Steven, I am

raising you to learn truth: be a man, even if I cannot. Your grandma only has one major attribute

worth having and that is the ability to engage people in conversation.‘Steven, I just have to let

go with my mother. One day, you’ll understand.’In that moment, I felt we bonded as father and

son. But my Dad would never see his mother alive again. She died four months later.When my

father had left the Army, he graduated as a lawyer after working his way through night college

courtesy of the GI Bill. He swapped the name Morton for Martin. The war and, in its wake, the

revelation of the Holocaust, gave my father a life-long shame of being Jewish. He was

determined to shed his past and create a new successful Machat family.My dad had spotted an

opening in the burgeoning entertainment business and began by representing a few small-time

music industry entrepreneurs and television producers, and by picking up some work for RKO

film studios. His attempts at becoming an entrepreneur, however, were not blessed with

success.Unique was his first record label, which he ran with Joe Leye and Stanley Borden.

When a man called Colonel Parker swanned into their offices, they were offered the chance to

sign up a promising young singer from Memphis, Tennessee. The God-fearing Leye, however,

did not like the music or the lyrics. They were a little too close to the Devil for his comfort.So

they passed on Elvis Presley. RCA got him instead.My mother said that Unique was best

known for passing on star acts. In fact, a rejection from Unique was a sure-fire signal of

imminent success.One of the first performers Machat Senior took under his wing and legally

protected was a young Italian-American singer and musician called ‘Bobby’ Cassotto. From the

Bronx, Cassotto was so dedicated to his art that he went without, and sometimes ended up

sleeping on my father’s couch at the office. He had nowhere else to go and relied on my father

for handouts. Eventually my father’s patience ran out and Cassatto was kicked out.A couple of

years later, Cassotto scored a huge hit at Atlantic Records with the single Splish Splash.

Maybe the fact that he had changed his name to Bobby Darin helped. He would become one of

America’s biggest stars of the late 1950s and early 1960s.As I grew older, my father’s halo

began to slip. As a child, he was my hero: a man whose clients were shaping popular culture.

Heck, they were even changing the world. Or so it seemed.Into my 20s, I began to realize that

my father was a failed adventurer because he did not have the courage of his convictions. It

would shape my approach to the entertainment business, because I realized that when you

hesitate, you lose. You have to be prepared to back your judgement and be prepared to wade

against the tide.By 1956, however, my father’s luck as a lawyer was about to change, thanks to

a phone call.When my father used to pick up the phone, he had to pretend his secretary was

out of the office. In truth, he couldn’t afford one. On this occasion, there was a taxi driver called

Karl Shaw on the other end of the line, whose son went to public school with my father. He had

been involved in a crash and his passenger needed representation.That passenger turned out

to be Sugar Ray Robinson, the World Middleweight champion, and widely acclaimed as the

greatest ‘pound for pound’ boxer to grace the ring. Marty Machat became his attorney and

encouraged Robinson along the comeback trail. Better still, Robinson gave my father an entrée

into the world of black pioneers trying to carve out a career in the pop music charts. My father

began representing The Coasters, The Platters, The Drifters and Clyde McPhatter.Among his

clients was Clyde Otis, the first black musician, songwriter and producer to really be accepted

in white corporate executive circles. He would eventually become the first black American to be

an A & R (Artists & Repertoire) executive for a major label. The A&R men went out scouting



out new talent and developing the talent they found.But what I remember best about him was

the smile he wore when he gave me the baseball cards he used to bring over for me. Otis

would come over with his wife, who was from the Dominican Republic, to play poker at my

parent’s house along with what my mother called a great singer called Aretha Franklin, who

Clyde was trying to woo on his side so he could produce her music. Dad loved these card

games because mom was a card shark who always came out on top, and so he didn’t have to

give her money.One day the song Never Take A Pretty Woman For Your Wife came on the

radio. Otis came over to me and said, ‘Steve, come over here.’ He ushered me outside and

said: ‘You hear that song? Well listen to it.’ It was a practical piece of advice. But I didn’t listen

to it.What the procession of black artists visiting our house drummed home to me was the

message that we were all the same. They laughed, smiled and shared happiness.In my

grammar school, I was the only white kid that would hang out with the black kids. I paid a price

for it as well – many of my white peers were not impressed and told me so.The irony was that,

later in my professional life, Dad and I would repeatedly have problems with our black artists.

Too often, the black racist community that made money out of perpetuating hate and fear

wanted the white boys, my father and I, out. They accused us of ripping them off, but in reality

they wanted the money for themselves. This color bar would be a very bitter pill for me to

swallow and I can still taste the residue today. Self-promoting blacks going out of their way to

perpetuate the idea that blacks must stick together.As a kid, I can well remember the calls we

used to get in the early East Coast hours from the West Coast, as my father tried to sort out

the latest mess that Sly Stone had got himself into. On one occasion, I fielded the call from Sly

when we were staying at the Beverly Hills Hotel at Christmas in 1969. My father was asleep at

about two in the morning, and had warned me that he didn’t want to deal with Stone’s shit any

more. I listened to a wired Sly Stone at the other end of the line, talking about his friends being

‘popped’ or arrested.After the high of his hit album Stand! and his performance at Woodstock,

Stone was beginning to lose control as the drugs PCP and cocaine took over. He was not

showing up because he was too high or he was getting busted all the time and Dad had to pick

up the pieces. This was the age of black power and many of the black acts were coming under

pressure to get rid of any whiteys in their entourage. My father was fired by many of his black

artists.The funny thing is the ‘brothers’ they brought in to manage their careers were too often

grifters with no professional qualifications. They’d take their artists for everything they were

worth as well as ruin their career, just like a whitey. Stone’s star crashed and burnt in the

1970s. He never recovered and all I think is: what a waste.Even Otis went his own way. But in

the late 1990s he would come back into my life. My father had made sure that Otis owned the

copyright to his songs, and now he felt his kids were just living off the royalties. He asked me to

negotiate a new copyright deal because he didn’t want his kids cursed by the dependency of

living in the past.I went to a football match with him in 1999 and he told me his decision to fire

Machat Senior had been the worst decision of his professional life, but he had been forced into

a corner by one of his artists who didn’t like him being represented by a white man.In the ’50s,

my father’s fledgling career in the entertainment business was really beginning to take off. Even

better, the money began to roll in.With Robinson’s title bouts drawing in huge crowds and large

purses, my father could afford to step up in the world and the family moved to Roslyn, New

York.Dad, however, soon had to earn his keep. When Robinson lost his title to Colin Bassilio in

1957 on points, many people thought that the judges’ decision was little better than theft. But

worse was to follow, because my father discovered that the Internal Revenue Service had

stolen the entire purse in lieu of unpaid taxes.They had chosen to ignore the deferred contract

my father had drawn up that deliberately spread the payments from the purse over several tax



years, to insure that they could not claim all the tax there and then. But the IRS terminated

Robinson’s tax year on the night of the fight. They would take their chunk and determine what,

if anything, was left for Robinson. My father fought back and started a long and tortuous legal

case against the IRS.The IRS case was still not yet decided, but just so they got the message

that my dad wouldn’t throw in the towel, he turned up early in Chicago for the return bout in

1958 and hid Ray’s share of the purse in his hotel bedroom mattress. The following day, the

day of the fight, the IRS turned up at the promoter’s office to grab the cash, only to be told that

Dad had beaten them to the punch. They went crazy, but never thought to look in the mattress.

My father had evened the score.After several years, however, my father and Robinson won

their deciding bout with the IRS when the courts ruled the IRS actions in seizing the purse had

been illegal because they could not take taxes on income that had not yet been earned. It

would come to be regarded as a landmark ruling on the government trying to anticipate

behavior and strike before that behavior took place. The case was one that I would end up

studying in law school many years later.What it also did was convince my father that

accountancy and tax law were crucial skills that he needed help with. Dad, in turn, would

convince me that to succeed in his business I needed to learn number-crunching because

simply understanding the legal language of a recording contract – or indeed any contract – was

not enough. You needed to be able to know how to follow the money. It was a maxim I tried to

never lose sight of in my future career.For my father, I was already being cast in the role of his

protégé. But for the time being, I was allowed to indulge my dreams of playing for the New York

Yankees. My parents even used to send me off to camp for the summer. We used to go to

Camp Roosevelt on Sackett Lake in Monticello, upstate New York. This was Jewish mafia

territory: literally. All the Brooklyn Jewish mob in the ’30s and ’40s used to send their kids to the

camp.While I was indisposed, Dad hooked up with an unknown New Jersey accountant called

Allen Klein, who was still just in his twenties.In time, Klein would become one of the most

famous and notorious music industry executives the business had ever seen. Klein would go

on to become the business manager of the Rolling Stones and then the Beatles, and the man

who ran their label, Apple.Before that, however, my father helped Klein perfect his ‘no win no

fee’ approach to securing new business. The business model was not complicated and it was

all the more effective for its ruthless simplicity. Klein would focus on a given artist, and slowly

convince them that either their managers, record labels or their publishers were accounting

incorrectly. With the backing of the artist, Klein would demand monies owed and a full audit of

the accounts.The hammer used to drive the nail home was my father: he would threaten the

manager, label or publisher with breach of contract. Faced with this, most parties would choose

to settle. The alternative was a long and costly court action. The pop music business was still in

its infancy in those days and there were no corporate lawyers to bat for the small labels, who

often had just limited resources.There were several lessons to be learnt from this. The first was

that no matter how honest a record company might be, there would always be mistakes in the

accounts and these were always open to interpretation. It meant that Klein and my father could

inveigle their way into the situation and make good capital out of it.The second was that the

artists always loved this play and would back it without hesitation. Artists were only too willing

to believe that they were being ripped off by someone. I remember going to a baseball match

and my father told me I was a moron for applauding the action. He turned to me and said: ‘I am

waiting for the day where people applaud me for drawing up a watertight contract which lets

me beat the labels for my clients.’ Grandpa Charlie, however, had always taught me different:

never bleed dry your associates because they will never work with you again. Keep the action

moving, he would say.The third lesson was that my father screwed up: he didn’t believe in any



of his artists. When the dust settled, it was Klein and his companies that owned a piece of the

artist and their catalogue. The artists had to go through Klein to get their money. He held all the

cards.My father always insisted on a flat fee, not least because he had no faith that the latest

musical fads would last. Who was to say that these bands and their back catalogues would be

worth something in ten months, let alone forty years? Funny, huh?In later years, I would always

make sure that I had a piece of the action. It became wired into my brain that the contracts I

drew up and signed gave me a cut of the royalties. I was just a generation too late.In fairness,

my father was not alone in making this mistake during this era, but the end result was that

Klein got all the money and only half the blame. Dad was razor-sharp on the detail but reluctant

to push himself forward. People assumed that Dad and Klein were partners but they were

not.Here is where the fourth and final lesson comes in: what goes around, comes around. The

legacy of my father’s reputation as Klein’s hatchet man would dog him until his death and

hound me thereafter. Only with my father’s death did I realize how many enemies Marty

Machat had. Many were actually meant to be his – and my – friends. But I discovered that

revenge was a dish best served when Dad was cold. When he died, no-one was my friend.But

while the going was good, Klein and Machat Senior exploited it for all it was worth.One of my

father’s first artists with Klein was Sam Cooke, who really invented pop soul for whites with two

tracks I could never get enough of: Chain Gang and Wonderful World.He sang both those

songs when I got a VIP pass to see him live at the Copacabana club in New York when I was

just twelve years old. Even approaching the club on 10 East 60th Street, you could sense you

were about to experience something really special. All these limos were lined up right up along

the street, with paparazzi flashing off at these glamorous-looking couples passing by the

queues.I was with my mother, joining dad, and we drew a few strange looks as we too went

straight up to the door and were ushered in. We were seated right next to the stage and the

audience was really mixed, with both black and white enjoying the act together, which was

ironic considering that the club had a no-blacks policy well into the 1950s.Sam came center

stage wearing blue pants and a white shirt open down to this gold cross necklace, and said:

‘We’re gonna have a good time tonight, right?’That man had such an attractive aura and his

performance made me think of a preacher because the audience just held on his every word

and note. He was a God on stage. He started to shake like he was possessed by a Holy Spirit

and when he wasn’t shaking, he’d high-kick his legs whenever he sang some word.Sam had

charisma and was fun to be around. There he was: the public good-doer, this doting father and

faithful husband to the beautiful wife. But in music, as in life, image and reality can be strange

bedfellows. Although Sam was brought up in the gospel tradition of the church, there was more

than a little a bit of the devil in that man. He suffered from an itchy dick and would wonder out

at night to party and hang out in the haunts. Eventually his luck ran out.When Sam died at the

Hacienda Hotel in LA, the official version was that Cooke had been shot by the hotel manager

Bertha Franklin in self-defense after breaking into her office buck-naked.The story went that he

was wearing nothing but a shoe and overcoat after getting into some dispute with this chick.

She claimed she had taken his clothes by mistake while escaping the hotel room because she

was convinced he was about to rape her.This version has always been clouded in controversy

and Cooke’s family have claimed that he was the victim of a conspiracy. My father never bought

either theory. He told me much later that Cooke had been fucking the wrong chick and that

when her husband discovered them together, he had chased Cooke and shot him.My father

went to the inquest if nothing else because he couldn’t believe his bad luck. His other major

artist Dinah Washington had died only just a few months earlier.I just remember feeling a real

sadness that Sam had gone from my life. But for Allen Klein, Cooke was just another step on



the ladder.Klein’s ambition knew no bounds and in truth, my father was sucked along in his

slipstream. This butcher’s boy from south New Jersey was setting his sights high and his target

was the Rolling Stones. By the mid-1960s, their manager Andrew Loog Oldham was losing his

grip on the business and reality courtesy of a huge drug habit. Klein moved in and charmed

Mick Jagger with his mix of profanity, promise of untold profits and ruthless business sense.I

can vividly remember being handed the first Rolling Stones contract with London Records that

Dad re-negotiated. I was twelve at the time and fascinated by the language and the detail.Dad

re-negotiated the original Stones contract by giving Mick Jagger, Keith Richards and the rest

more money, but there was a sting in the tail. My father got the Stones to sign to Klein’s

company ABKO and then Klein signed to London Records. Effectively Klein owned the Stones

and my father handed him control of the masters and publishing as well. That contract only

ended just before they released the album Sticky Fingers in 1971.The contract was so good for

Klein that he controls the Rolling Stones 1960s back catalogue to this day, no matter how

many times Jagger and Richards contested the agreement. When Brit band The Verve brought

out Bittersweet Symphony, which used a sample from the Stones The Last Time track, they

were not sued by Jagger or Keith Richards but Allen Klein.No wonder the Stones were

determined never to be screwed again on ownership of their back catalogue. They never

forgave my father.If only Machat Senior had insisted on a piece of the Stones action. But his

involvement with them was drawing to a close. When Stones exile Brian Jones died in his

swimming pool, my father had to travel over to the UK with Klein to limit the damage and then

pick up the pieces. My father told me that he was convinced that Jones had been murdered,

but he never elaborated. He left me guessing.This brief foray into the spotlight, however, also

sounded the death knell for my father’s business relationship with Klein. My father couldn’t take

that kind of heat. Scandal was never his shit, even if he had chosen to work in an industry quite

literally drowning in it.When Klein was sent to jail for tax evasion, after ripping off his artist and

the government by selling free goods and not reporting the receipts, my father could only

watch on and laugh. He could have been involved.What my father got from Klein was the

conviction that accountancy wasn’t just for accountants. When I went to college in Miami just a

few years later, my degree was in business with an accounting major. I was top of my class for

seven semesters and for the last semester, I rocked and rolled. If I’ve said it once, I’ll say it

again: you must be able to follow the money. If you don’t, you’re screwed. If you want to unravel

a crime, chase the cash.But artists don’t always do themselves favors.Take my Bar Mitzvah on

23rd October 1965, when my father’s star clients Bobby Vinton, who sang the definitive Blue

Velvet and was still hot property two years later, rolled up along with The Four Seasons.The

Four Seasons had presented me with a guitar and amplifier earlier in the week. I was knocked

out. The start of a musical career surely beckoned. The following Wednesday, I was in bed

when I heard the door creak and the light flick on. My Dad stood there with Tommy DeVito, one

of the founder members of The Four Seasons. It turned out that Tommy had lost serious money

on a trip to Roosevelt Raceway in Long Island, New York, with my parents. He needed to sell

the guitar and amp the next morning to raise immediate cash.That was not only the last day I

played guitar, but also the end of my very short career as a musician. Music would be strictly

business from now on.Just a couple of years later, The Four Seasons fired my father. Their

career was on the wane and they were heavily in debt to the mob. When they sent some wise

guys over to my father’s office to pick up their books and records with no goodbyes, no

inscribed watch and no thank you’s, my Dad let them walk right in and right out.My father

would never stand up to the mob and wavedgoodbye to the group and their copyrights, which,

for once, he had control over. Plus, Dad got blamed for a lot of shit, and never had the



opportunity to defend himself. It was another bad decision. In 2006, The Four Seasons were

hot again, thanks to the musical Jersey Boys. Suddenly it was all wall-to-wall Tony Awards, and

who knows what the royalties and performance rights are worth.If my father didn’t know

already, The Four Seasons taught him a golden rule of artist management. He looked me in

the eye and said: ‘When the going is good, the artists take the credit. When things start going

belly up, artists give everyone else the blame.’I remember meeting and wooing the singer

Kenny Loggins, because I wanted to manage him, this being 1989. Initially we hit it off and it

looked like it was game on, but during one meeting at his house, suddenly the room went ice

cold. I couldn’t understand why Loggins was suddenly so hostile and, ever direct, I asked him

why.‘I’ve done my research. You robbed The Four Seasons,’ he said, looking at me. Without

missing a beat, I replied: ‘No. It’s my father you’re talking about. Not me. How old do you think I

am? And as for my Dad: he didn’t rob them.’Throughout the 1960s, my father’s legal business

was expanding: the Godfather of Soul James Brown, The Animals, Herman’s Hermits, Phil

Spector, Leonard Cohen and Sly Stone, just to name a few, all rolled into his Times Square

offices.Dad’s roster of artists would mean that I began to really lock onto the counter culture of

the late 1960s and, like America, left teen rock and roll and doo-wop behind.In 1965, my

mother took me and my sister Cheryl to see a concert: it was the Rolling Stones. My mom was

going through her Jackie Onassis phase and could not have looked more out of place if she’d

tried. She flipped when she realized what she had got us into, which only increased my sense

of admiration for the Stones and fostered my sense of teenage rebellion.This sense of

revolution in the air, the smell of pot and the inherent anarchy of the music business was a

heady mix. It was also one that would play an ever-increasing role in determining my path in

life.I was developing a taste for living my life in the fast lane like these gods who flashed

through my father’s life, and with it a love of organized anarchy and chaos that would eventually

extract a heavy price.But what fun I would have in the meantime.chapter fiveDoes Henry

Kissinger do blow?I’m sitting with Henry Kissinger and the boss of Atlantic Records, Ahmet

Ertegun. Ahmet’s and my mutual drug dealer had just entered the room. I was convinced we

were about to do blow together.We were sitting in Ertegun’s palatial Atlantic Records office in

New York and, as you can imagine, the conversation was a bit stilted. I wasn’t sure why

Ertegun had called me in and what role he wished me to perform for Dr Kissinger. I guessed he

felt that I could keep Dr Kissinger entertained.‘Dr Kissinger, this is Steven Machat and he is

one of the most educated people in the music industry and a real worldly citizen.’Within

minutes of sitting down, the buzzer went on the intercom. Ertegun was told that a different kind

of doctor altogether was waiting outside. Without missing a beat Ahmet said: ‘Show him in.’In

walked Dr W, who was a doctor only in the sense that he dispensed mother earth's processed

goods for the music business without any license to practice. Dr W was the drugs dealer to the

New York scene.Ahmet smiled: ‘Everyone, this is my doctor. Dr W, this is Dr Kissinger. Dr W,

this is Steven Machat, a good friend of Atlantic Records.’I decided to keep a diplomatic silence,

only too well aware that this could go horribly wrong. Dr W and I shook hands as if we’d never

met. Dr W then shook Kissinger’s hand and smiled awkwardly, because what could he say?

‘Hello, I’m Ahmet’s drug dealer…’Ertegun turned to me. ‘Steven, Dr Kissinger. Please excuse

us for a moment. The doctor and I have things to discuss, in private.’Ertegun and Dr W went

into the adjoining bathroom. By this point I was beginning to wonder what on earth would

happen next. I’m thirty-three years old and sat there with Henry Kissinger who, during three

presidential administrations, was the de facto leader of the free world, at least as far as I was

concerned, and I am convinced that we are about to do drugs together.At this point in walks Dr

W again, who carries on walking out of the office without so much as a backward glance, and



Ertegun, who takes his chair. With the reflex action familiar to all coke users, Ahmet wrinkles

his nose. This was getting better. Kissinger didn’t bat an eyelid. Did he know? If he knew what

was going on then all those years of diplomacy had clearly paid handsome dividend.Ahmet

turned to me. ‘Now, who did you say you were here to see?’
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